Specialty

ID3BL-SSM
Self-Service Shellfish Display Cabinet

www.mcalpinehussmann.co.nz
Additional Information
Dimensions and features are subject to change. Please obtain current information prior to order confirmation.

NOTE: We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product design in connection with any feature of our products. Such changes do not entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions or replacements for equipment previously sold or shipped.

Features
With an improved design, the ID3BL-SSM is a self-service refrigerated shellfish display cabinet which offers greater performance.

Shellfish are kept wet by water spray from overhead nozzles mounted on the canopy, which the customer can turn off for self-service.

This cabinet can be either remote or integral, and can be made to various lengths.

Standard
- Large rear sliding doors
- Self serve
- Rear control access
- External stainless steel panels
- Stainless steel internal panels
- Stainless steel pressure foamed tub
- Toughened front glass
- Stainless canopy
- Black vinyl cart bumper
- Canopy lighting

Options
- Front access for controls
- Stainless steel dividers
- Bright stainless or view ends
- Tong holder
- Canopy mounted bag–roll holder
- Front mounted bag roll holder
- General power outlet
- Stainless steel basket for other shellfish
- Painted exterior on stainless steel panels

Also Available
- ID3BL-BS Bakery
- ID3BL-D Deli
- ID3BL-H Hot Food
- ID3BL-Ice Deck Fish
- ID3BL-M Meat

This range of cabinets is designed and manufactured by McAlpine Hussmann Tauranga

Available Lengths (excluding Ends)
900mm 1250mm 1875mm